
Reimagining customer insights, 
risks, & relationships through 
machine learning



• This meeting is being recorded
• The recording and slides will be shared
• Ask questions in the Q&A box

Housekeeping
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Our gift to you
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Machine Learning 
Use Case Guide 
for Banks

https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/2472053/ML%20Campaign/ML-workbook.pdf%3Futm_campaign=2020_ML%2520Jumpstart%2520Campaign&utm_source=email


Intros
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Sajith Wanigasinghe
Machine Learning Lead

Phone: 614.361.9518

Email: swanigasinghe@fusionalliance.com

John Dages
Solution Director, Machine Learning

Phone: 718.809.6854

Email: jdages@fusionalliance.com

mailto:swanigasinghe@fusionalliance.com
mailto:jdages@fusionalliance.com


• Customer relationships in the post-COVID world

• Understanding customer journeys through machine 
learning

• Tailoring and optimizing your sales and marketing 
collateral to drive bank cross-sell and manage risk

• Q&A

Agenda
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Where we are
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Tailwinds coming out of 2020

Over 20,000,000 Americans 
banked online for the first 
time

U.S. savings rate increased 
over 10%

90% trust in local banks - the 
banking industry is viewed 
more favorably than ever



Digital Native Headwinds
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Opportunities 
moving forward

Your bank has deep and rich data about 
your customers

You own the personal relationship

Your high net-worth clients have 
discomfort with digital channel 
dependency for wealth management
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Extracting value 
from data

Data offers no intrinsic value; it only 
provides value when leveraged to drive 
insights and decision-making

Machine learning is the modern 
technique to unlock this capability
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Uncovering Patterns in Data
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What is Machine 
Learning
Machine learning at its most basic is the 
practice of using algorithms to parse data, 
learn from it, and then make a 
determination or prediction about 
something in the world. – Nvidia



What is Machine Learning

Machine + Learn from Experience

• Ability to learn from past experiences
• Able to identify patterns in the data 

(beyond the capabilities of humans)
• Able to rapidly apply those predictions 

based on new data
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• Humans learn from experience.
• They use sensory inputs such as 

vision, touch, hearing, taste to learn

Human

• Earlier machines followed instructions
• Humans provide logic and rules in 

order to get the job done

Machine



What happens when a 
customer buys a credit card?
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Customer: 
• Applies for credit card
• Engages with marketing 

campaign

Today



Deposit Accounts: 
• Increase in categorical 

spending
• Reduction in cash 

reserve

What happens when a 
customer buys a credit card?
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Customer: 
• Engages with email 

campaign

1 Month Ago                                                                   Today



Customer: 
• Engages with email 

campaign

What happens when a 
customer buys a credit card?
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3rd Party Data: 
• Increase in credit rating
• Changes in credit 

disposition

3 months ago                                                                     1 Month Ago                                 Today

Deposit Accounts: 
• Increase in categorical 

spending
• Reduction in cash 

reserve



Transaction History

Demographics

Interactions

Survey says … Bob has a 45% chance of buying a credit 
card within in the next 2-3 months

• Price sensitivity
• Risk tolerance

• Median income by home address
• Gender spending

• Distance to branch

• Online banking clicks
• Location of review
• Time of day
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Using ML to 
uncover patterns



Driving customer 
behavior with insights
By understanding your customer’s disposition in the 
buying journey, you can:

• Craft tailored messaging to cultivate the customer
• Incubate opportunity to negate competitive pressure
• Engineer and target bespoke products and offering 

capturing the idiosyncrasies of the customer
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Cross-selling bank 
products with ML
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ML Enabled Bank

This is Tom.
Tom is a customer at your bank and you’re 
looking for opportunities to cross sell to him. 
Let’s walk through the journey of what you could 
do if you were using machine learning effectively.



ML Enabled Bank

Machine learning 
indicates that Tom may 
be interested in a 
mortgage loan. 

Tom is served a landing 
page to show his 
personalized offers:
mortgage loan, receive 
$1000 on signup 
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ML Enabled Bank

ML enables a 
propensity-to-buy 
model to identify 
whom to retarget & a 
channel propensity to 
identify right outreach 
channel. Tom didn’t 
convert earlier, but it’s 
recommended he may 
best be reached via 
email.

You send Tom an email 
reminder for mortgage 
loan with waived 
processing fee.

Machine learning 
indicates that Tom may 
be interested in a 
mortgage loan. 

Tom is served a landing 
page to show his 
personalized offers:
mortgage loan, receive 
$1000 on signup 
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ML Enabled Bank

ML enables a 
propensity-to-buy 
model to identify 
whom to retarget & a 
channel propensity to 
identify right outreach 
channel. Tom didn’t 
convert earlier, but it’s 
recommended he may 
best be reached via 
email.

You send Tom an email 
reminder for mortgage 
loan with waived 
processing fee.

Machine learning 
indicates that Tom may 
be interested in a 
mortgage loan. 

Tom is served a landing 
page to show his 
personalized offers:
mortgage loan, receive 
$1000 on signup 

Tom hasn’t converted 
yet. So now, your call 
center is doing some 
outreach to assist in his 
journey. The caller sends 
him a follow-up email. 

The caller is equipped 
with Tom's analytical 
profile and can inform 
him about areas of 
sensitivity to answer 
common lending 
questions and assist him 
in his journey.
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ML Enabled Bank

ML enables a 
propensity-to-buy 
model to identify 
whom to retarget & a 
channel propensity to 
identify right outreach 
channel. Tom didn’t 
convert earlier, but it’s 
recommended he may 
best be reached via 
email.

You send Tom an email 
reminder for mortgage 
loan with waived 
processing fee.

Machine learning 
indicates that Tom may 
be interested in a 
mortgage loan. 

Tom is served a landing 
page to show his 
personalized offers:
mortgage loan, receive 
$1000 on signup 

Tom hasn’t converted 
yet. So now, your call 
center is doing some 
outreach to assist in his 
journey. The caller sends 
him a follow-up email. 

The caller is equipped 
with Tom's analytical 
profile and can inform 
him about areas of 
sensitivity to answer 
common lending 
questions and assist him 
in his journey.

Tom finally decides to 
take up on the offer. He 
completes a 3-click 
journey to see the offer 
terms and conditions. 

ML enables real-time 
risk evaluations, limit 
assessment, and rating.
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ML Enabled Bank

ML enables a 
propensity-to-buy 
model to identify 
whom to retarget & a 
channel propensity to 
identify right outreach 
channel. Tom didn’t 
convert earlier, but it’s 
recommended he may 
best be reached via 
email.

You send Tom an email 
reminder for mortgage 
loan with waived 
processing fee.

Machine learning 
indicates that Tom may 
be interested in a 
mortgage loan. 

Tom is served a landing 
page to show his 
personalized offers:
mortgage loan, receive 
$1000 on signup 

Tom hasn’t converted 
yet. So now, your call 
center is doing some 
outreach to assist in his 
journey. The caller sends 
him a follow-up email. 

The caller is equipped 
with Tom's analytical 
profile and can inform 
him about areas of 
sensitivity to answer 
common lending 
questions and assist him 
in his journey.

Tom finally decides to 
take up on the offer. He 
completes a 3-click 
journey to see the offer 
terms and conditions. 

ML enables real-time 
risk evaluations, limit 
assessment, and rating.

Tom completes online 
form, provides details 
for employment 
verification, and sets up 
an online payment 
mandate

ML capabilities conduct 
relevant fraud checks
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ML Enabled Bank

ML enables a 
propensity-to-buy 
model to identify 
whom to retarget & a 
channel propensity to 
identify right outreach 
channel. Tom didn’t 
convert earlier, but it’s 
recommended he may 
best be reached via 
email.

You send Tom an email 
reminder for mortgage 
loan with waived 
processing fee.

Machine learning 
indicates that Tom may 
be interested in a 
mortgage loan. 

Tom is served a landing 
page to show his 
personalized offers:
mortgage loan, receive 
$1000 on signup 

Tom hasn’t converted 
yet. So now, your call 
center is doing some 
outreach to assist in his 
journey. The caller sends 
him a follow-up email. 

The caller is equipped 
with Tom's analytical 
profile and can inform 
him about areas of 
sensitivity to answer 
common lending 
questions and assist him 
in his journey.

Tom finally decides to 
take up on the offer. He 
completes a 3-click 
journey to see the offer 
terms and conditions. 

ML enables real-time 
risk evaluations, limit 
assessment, and rating.

Tom completes online 
form, provides details 
for employment 
verification, and sets up 
an online payment 
mandate

ML capabilities conduct 
relevant fraud checks

The loan is disbursed to 
Tom. This curates the 
catalog of offers sent by 
email to him for the 
future.

His activity leads to 
more potential 
personalized 
cross-sell and upsell 
offers.
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Other Opportunities

Customer Engagement

Customer Valuation
Identify high-value customers early to establish 
long-term relationships
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Customer Retention
Understand which members are likely to leave 
the organization to empower your customer 
team to take a preventative action

Risk-enabled prioritization
Target the right customer with the right product 
at the right time
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ML Jumpstart



ML Jumpstart & Accelerators

Customer Engagement
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Workshop
Learn how to capture high value use cases

Execution
Use case selection and execution of a high-value 
use case

Platform Development
Create a platform for the development 
of the ML CoE



ML in the real world
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Machine learning predicts outcomes at 
Primary Financial
How does a financial services firm improve sales targeting to predict its 
clients' desires to invest? Machine learning was the answer for PFC. 
Find out why.

Large bank applies machine learning to reduce 
multibillion-dollar cash reserves by $40M
A large institutional bank solved a recurring issue of more accurately 
predicting cash reserves. See how machine learning made it possible.

Regional bank identifies over $100M in 
at-risk deposits through machine learning
A regional bank wanted to reduce attrition to retain millions of dollars 
that flee when customers close their accounts. Machine learning 
helped predict which checking accounts are likely to close so that they 
could change the outcome.

https://fusionalliance.com/work/machine-learning-for-financial-services/
https://fusionalliance.com/work/bank-applies-machine-learning-reduce-multibillion-dollar-cash-reserves/
https://fusionalliance.com/work/regional-bank-identifies-millions-in-at-risk-deposits-through-machine-learning/
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Summary



Summary
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Understand customers to drive 
bank activity
Machine learning can find patterns in your data and use those 
patterns to predict future behavior to enable banks to tailor 
experiences on a per-customer basis

Leverage data as your competitive 
advantage
Compete with other financial service providers by leveraging 
your digital and personal relationship with the customer

Increase wallet share
By better understanding our customers, you can deliver the 
right product at the right time to develop greater wallet share 
and become a better bank for your customers
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Questions



Our gift to you
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Machine Learning 
Use Case Guide 
for Banks

https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/2472053/ML%20Campaign/ML-workbook.pdf%3Futm_campaign=2020_ML%2520Jumpstart%2520Campaign&utm_source=email


Thank you
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Sajith Wanigasinghe
Machine Learning Lead

Phone: 614.361.9518

Email: swanigasinghe@fusionalliance.com

John Dages
Solution Director, Machine Learning

Phone: 718.809.6854

Email: jdages@fusionalliance.com

mailto:swanigasinghe@fusionalliance.com
mailto:jdages@fusionalliance.com



